Comparative study of cryptography and steganography techniques shows that they have some strong and weak points when they used alone. But as we know from soft computing techniques (neural, genetic, and fuzzy computing), that when combining (hybridizing), more than one techniques, by the suitable way to do a job, the outcome will be a better technique with more strong points and less weak points. Work of this paper represents an attempt to prove that combining cryptography with steganography techniques will result in hard transmitting system to break and thus enforcing security issues of secret text data transmitting over public channels. Matlab programs are written to encrypt plain text secret information following AES encrypt/decrypt algorithm with a key of 128 bits long and then hide/extract the text according to LSB insertion method with a key of 128 bits long too. System tests show that both techniques enforce each other and private data transmitting become more secure.
Introduction
Nowadays, the Internet has made it possible for users to send and receive all types of digital data (Audio, image, text, video), from anywhere around the world. Also, from security point view, communication of private and secret information (electronic financial transactions, e-business applications, and secure video surveillance systems), is a major challenge and its complexity increases with the levels of sophistication [1] . Many attempts have been made to secure data transmitting over the internet either by making it illegible or unreadable through encoding or masking. In general, solutions for maintaining the secrecy of data transmission over an unsecured media such as the internet can have two approaches. These are cryptography and steganography. Regardless many papers showed that neither cryptography nor steganography comes up with the ultimate solution for privacy preservation in open systems. However, the combination of steganography and cryptography can greatly increase the security of communication and is usually considered a good practice for securing security driven communication environments [2] .
Cryptography is the process of converting original data into cipher copy so that the original data is not readable by the third party or making it difficult for intruders to extract the original data. [3] , Steganography, on the other hand, is the process of hiding secret data in another clear covering media so there is no knowledge of secret data existence in that cover [4] . Comparative study of these two approaches shows that they have strong and weak points. Security point enforcements come out when combining (hybridizing), both of them in one system, the outcome will be harder than ever for any intruder to get the original data. Since when the steganography fails and the secret data can be detected, it is still of no use as it is encrypted and thus unreadable [5] .
There are many algorithms and methods to accomplish data steganography [6] [7] [8] [9] and cryptography [10] [11] [12] . And to combine them in one system, it requires selecting the best method from each one of them to suit and verify the intended needs of the applications. In this work, the encryption method is according to the advanced encrypting standard (AES) algorithm with a Private encrypting key of 128 bits long and the steganography technique is text-in-image (image hiding technique), hiding by least significant bit (LSB) insertion method [13] [14] [15] . Both methods (Encrypt/Hiding), are selected for many reasons such as their simplicity, difficult to break, and easily programmed.
Proposed System
The goal of this work is to design a software to Encrypt file of secret English plain text first and then embed it into gray or color cover image. The size of encrypted text (and thus the original secret plain text size), is bounded only by the size of the selected cover image. Many programming tricks have been included in writing this software. For example, at encryption stage and in order to make any attempt for breaking the encrypting technique much harder, the main encrypting key is generated by combining two different keys. First key (SKey), is the one that must be given by the sender while the second key (R-Key), should be obtained from the receiver. Each key should be exactly 128 bits (16 characters) long, and so will the length of the combined key (SR-Key). By this way, an effort to decrypt the encrypted text and getting back the original secret plain text needs to know not just one key but both of them at the same time and Knowing the way by which they combined together, and this is less probable to happen.
At the embedding stage the following steps are included:

Hide encrypted text at the least significant bit, in bit-plain-1, of the cover image starting at byte 1 of the image, seems to be easy to extract it back, this may look true but the difficulty comes out here by not letting intruders knowing the exact size of the embedded text and thus any attempt to read and reconfigure it back will be definitely difficult since, if the encrypted text size is unknown then decrypting it also will be difficult. 
The applied hiding technique uses a hiding key. This key is the sender key (S-Key) which will be embedded in the same cover image on bit-plain-2 of randomly selected bytes. The randomness of locations, where sender key is hidden, depends on setting the seed of system random number generator to the value of the receiver key (R-Key).
The proposed system can be described in steps at two locations as follow:
Combined Encrypt/Hide Keys
Step-1: Read input plain text, Read cover image data matrix, Read sender key string (S-Key), and, Read receiver key string (R-Key).
Step-2: Combine S-Key and R-key into the same length encrypting key (SR-Key).
Step-3: Encrypt input plain text according to AES encrypting algorithm and SR-Key.
Step-4: Hide encrypted text in cover image starting at byte 1 and bit-plain-1.
Step-5: Hide size of encrypted text in last 32 bytes of the cover image and in bit-plain-1.
Step-6: -Set system random number generator seed to the value of R-Key string,
Use system random number generator to create a vector of 128 elements. All vector elements values are unique and in the range from 1 to (cover image size -32). Hide S-Key in the cover image at byte locations equal to element values of the created vector and in bit-plain-2.
Step-7: Modified image with hidden text is ready to transmit.
Receiver location:
Step-1: -Read the received image data matrix, and -Read receiver Key string (R-Key) Step-2: Extract size value of encrypted text from the last 32 bytes of the received image and from bit-plain-1.
Step-3: Extract encrypted text from received image starting at byte 1 and from bit-plain-1.
Step-4: Set system random number generator seed to the value of R-Key string, Use system random number generator to create a vector of 128 unique elements values in the range of 1 to (cover image size -32). Extract S-Key from cover image byte on locations equal to element values of the created vector and from bit-plain-2.
Step-5: Combine S-Key and R-key into decrypting key SR-Key of the same length.
Step-6: Decrypt the obtained encrypted text according to AES encrypting algorithm and SR-Key.
Step-7 Use the decrypted text as the retrieved secret plain text. 
System Test and Implementation
The proposed system is tested, as shown in Fig.3 ., by using two files of English plain text. First one contains 4361 characters while the second has 215 characters. Also, the test is done with color and gray images of different types (bmp, tiff, png, and jpg images), with different images size. All peak signal to noise ratio Combined Encrypt/Hide Keys Fig.3 . System Implementation. 
